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The photo of the front cover is one of the indoor cricket games played at Mooloolaba
‘Sunshine’ Coast Queensland during the 2012 National Carnival
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
In the second verse of Dorothea KacKellar’s ‘My Country’ she writes ‘I love a sunburnt country,
a land of sweeping plains, of ragged mountain ranges, of droughts and flooding rains’. How
true about the ‘flooding rains’.
Pharmacy Cricket experienced a disrupted 2011 – 2012 season with the National Carnival
(four days of cricket) being completely washed out and the match Sydney v Newcastle
abandoned. Nevertheless, despite the rain, the other games were played. We were able to
again award the two student scholarships (see below).
Membership continues to grow, to be well over 300 and the support from the pharmaceutical industry
and allied organisations by way of sponsorship allowed us to move along and continue to involve students and the younger
pharmacists. For the first time, CPE was provided at the National Cricket Carnival and will be a feature at future Carnivals.
The games Blues v Golds, City v Country, Pharmacy v Dentistry were played in 2011. The match City v Country
played at Canberra Grammar school produced a record last wicket partnership of 120 runs. The dentists had a
victory. In 2012 the match v Industry was a win for pharmacy and the Invitation match played at Bradman Oval
involved pharmacists from Queensland, Victoria, Wagga & Newcastle. All are reported on the following pages.
Although the National Cricket Carnival was technically washed out, it did allow the playing of games as indoor cricket
with the usual Welcome BBQ and final night dinner to occur. The Pharmaceutical Industry fielded a team for the first
time, taking the place of Tasmania, who were not able to gather a team. It is suggested that perhaps the Tasmanians
who are available may join with Victoria for future Carnivals.
I must thank committee members Peter O’Reilly and Paul Mahoney for their ongoing assistance plus the other
members of the committee for their support. The NSW Branch of the Pharmacy Guild has provided invaluable help
during the season for which we are indeed grateful.
Recently we published our first ‘Newsletter’ that we hope will be of interest to our members, bringing news of our
players plus events both past and yet to happen.
The Carnival for next season will be played in Canberra, the National Capital from 23 to 26 January 2013 and will
be the sixth National Cricket Carnival. The grounds and accommodation have already been booked.
Pharmacy has and is undergoing a huge challenge in the way the profession moves forward, generic substitution,
price competition , increased costs etc, however, as pharmacy so often does, we survive and cricket is a great outlet
and diversion from the challenges we face.
Greg Hodgson
July 2012

Scholarship winners 2011 – 2012
Both Sophie and Callan received $2500 towards the
costs associated with their pharmacy course and were
selected out of the applications received from students
across Australia. The scholarships are funded by
Pharmacy Cricket with support of our sponsors.

Sophie Williams - Charles
Sturt University Wagga

Callan Beazley - University
of New England
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NATIONAL CRICKET CARNIVAL
Sunshine Coast Mooloolaba QLD
January 2012

The New South Wales Team - Captain Steve Thompson

Stephen Greenwood, Margaret Robinson & Guest speaker Peter Parker

They (pharmacists, students & members of Industry) came
from as far afield as Western Australia, expecting to find
‘Queensland - beautiful one day – perfect the next’?

The awards were given by Stephen Greenwood,
former National director of the Pharmacy Guild, Paul
Mahoney &Associate Professor Margaret Robinson.
Margaret presented CPE lectures so that the relevant
points could be claimed.

Not so!!!!! They were greeted with rain, plus more rain and
even more rain. Not to be deterred and as pharmacist do
so well, after two meetings in the local O’Malley’s watering
hole, with some thoughts from the Queensland lads plus
a little help, had the solution. As plan A had failed, plan B
also was a no go however plan C fell into place.

The Saturday night dinner was held at the Mantra and
with over 100 present, went well. Stephen Greenwood
in the absence of Greg Hodgson (who had to go home
urgently) was the MC and did a splendid job. Former
Test Umpire Peter Parker was the guest speaker and
entertained the guests as he responded to the
interview done by Margaret Robinson.

INDOOR CRICKET! Yes this worked. So over the next
four days the fellows, young and not so young engaged
in the game of indoor cricket. There were some who
discovered there are rules for this form of the sport.

Among the guests were the Industry team who played in
the Carnival for the first time with their wives plus several
other family groups. Geoff and Glenis Ponsford as
always were present.

Fast and furious it was played, Hydralyte Sports
rehydrated liquid was in demand and the completion
was as keen as if playing in a Test Match.

A delightful way to end what was a disappointing
Carnival, that started out to be full of hope, but it was
revived to be not too bad. Canberra the National Capital
is the venue for the 2013 Carnival.

Who won or lost was not important, what did matter was
the players encouraged by the spectators and there were
several, had games of competitive cricket. Not the type
they expect, but they at least had a bat and a ball to use.
‘Man of the March awards were presented to Justin
Smith from NSW, Steve Morgan Victoria (an import from
Tassi). Christian Hernandez NSW, Erric Dimatos Victoria,
Alex Page South Aust. & Adam Ward Western Aust.
The ‘Welcome’ BBQ, which turned out not to be a BBQ
but a delightful meal of roast Turkey, smoked ham,
garden salad etc was held at the Maroochydore Cricket
Club (the venue for the games) Queenslander Richard
Boyd welcomed all and apologised about the weather.
After each indoor match the combatants retired to the
indoor swimming pool back at the Mantra, our home for
the five days.

Indoor cricket — Fast & furious
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PHARMACY SA DEFEATS THE SA LAWYERS
January 2012

Pharmacy batting

The winning team

The annual cricket match between the SA Pharmacists and SA
Lawyers took place on January 8th. The Lawyers side is made
up mainly of past Adelaide University Cricket Club Players who
tour once every four years to England for the Ashes Test Series.
Unfortunately foul weather conditions the evening before and
on the morning of the match almost caused the game to be a
washout. However, we owed it to a new player, Yorke Peninsula
pharmacist George Kokar, who drove over especially for the
event to get a game in. Considering the threatening weather it
was a miracle to see everyone turn up.

The opposition started in frightening style with fours from Garry
Davis off Michael Bakker’s first two balls. However, our bowlers
tightened the screws and dismissed them for 109 in the 24th
over. Wickets were evenly spread around with Wakim and Tim
Broadbent each picking up a couple. Mike also took a fabulous
one hand reflex catch in the gully from a full blooded cut shot.
A few odd showers during the game did not dampen the
players spirits and credit to our forthright umpire John Synon
who refused to ‘call on the covers’ and kept the game going to
the delight of the many spectators (River Torrens ducks who
obviously were keen to see if John understood the DuckworthLewis system). The ducks and numerous motor vehicles were
in danger when Angus Hall was in full flight, A replacement ball
was needed after one of his three sixers bounced over the
road and down the banks into the Torrens River.

The rain that arrived midmorning put the kybosh on the Adelaide
University Park 10 oval turf wicket though. Fortunately they have
a hard wicket at Graduates Oval a few hundred meters west and
we seconded that ground despite the booking being for the turf
oval. After about half an hour of squeegee work on the pitch we
took to the ground for a 30 over game. The pharmacists batted
first and at the end of their alloyed overs were 4 for 141 with
three players retiring. Hall and Kokar for 30 and 31 respectively
and Halstead on 15 retired hurt after tweaking a calf muscle.

Once again after a very enjoyable game we socialised over
a few (quite a few) ales left over from a nice afternoon tea.
Rob O’Shannassy

DENTISTRY DEFEATS PHARMACY
Playing on the excellent grounds of Shore School at Northbridge
on Sunday 20th November. Dentistry had an emphatic win
against a strong Pharmacy team to retain the perpetual trophy.

204. For pharmacy the four wickets taken were shared one
each by 4 bowlers. The best was 1 for 4 by David Jogia.
The match trophy was presented to Dentistry captain Jack
Obaid by Greg Hodgson and pharmacist Benton Hart with
his 64 was ‘Man of the Match’.

Captained by Jack Obaid Dentistry had a great start taking
a wicket in the first over. Pharmacy 1 for 1. Graeme
Cameron coming in at number 3 hit three 4’s and a six
before being LBW for 18. Craig Arthur, the other opener,
departed for 22. Pharmacy 3 for 69. Sylvester Sein 39 with
Brenton Hart 64 assisted by Chris Georges 14 and Steve
Thompson 18 took the Pharmacy score to 203 in the 37th
over. Of the ten Dentistry bowlers, the best were Rohan
Krishnan 2 for 7 off his 5 overs, Jack Obaid 2 for 19 off 5
overs and Mark Bennett 2 for 23 off 6 overs.

A great day of cricket with wonderful fellowship, a great
lunch time BBQ and many family groups enjoyed the day.

Thinking 203 was a winning score Pharmacy were
confident of a win, however, with outstanding batting and
an opening stand of 116, Dentistry openers Angelo
Gialussi 50 retired and Andrew Watkins 49 gave Dentistry
a great start. Then with two quick wickets pharmacy looked
to have a chance, but no, Remesh Harichandran 35 not out
and Prashant Mali 25 held out to give Dentistry a win 4 for

Dentistry and Pharmacy teams
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CITY V COUNTRY
Canberra Grammar School
Sunday 30th October 2011

Country & City teams

The annual match City v Country was played at the magnificent main oval of Canberra Grammar in perfect weather.
The features of the match were a last wicket stand by City of a record 120 runs and a ‘Man of the Match’ bowling
performance for Country by Clinton Lillipruun who took 6 for 22 off his 8 overs with 2 maidens.
City batting first had an open partnership of 54 before opener Danny Huynh was dismissed for 26. Peter Mikhail the other
opener was out for 27 with the score at 2 for 70. Then followed a batting collapse, with three ducks to take City to 8 for
86, then 9 for 119. Steve Thompson remaining not out on 12 was joined by team Captain David Sidgreaves coming in at
number 11. This pair playing with great skill took the score to 239 when Thompson was out in the 49th over for 78 off 109
balls faced. Sidgreaves remained not out 41 off 51 balls.
This partnership of 120 is a record for the last wicket for any game played in Pharmacy Cricket history.
Country in reply lost their first wicket at 17. Then followed a second wicket partnership of 98 between Country captain
Michael O’Reilly (22) and Clinton Lillipruun who retired 50 not out. Su Hook 22. Craig Arthur 23 and Ben Brndusic 12
took the score to 5 for 153 before Danny Huynh bowling for City took the last wicket to finish with 4 for 27 of his 8 overs
with 3 maidens supported by Tony Herro 3 for 27. Sydney pharmacy student Ben Beazley with 3 for 30 and 14 runs had
a great match. Country all out for 173.
Over a delightful BBQ lunch cooking by master chef Peter O’Reilly, who started cooking a little too early (expecting the
City innings to finish much sooner than it did) added to the fellowship and pleasure of this great day of cricket. Peter also
presented the trophy ‘The Sidgreaves Shield’ to winning Captain David Sidgreaves and Pharmacy Cricket President Greg
Hodgson presented the ‘Man of the Match ‘ award to Country player Clinton Lillipruun.
An invitation has been extended to Pharmacy Cricket to play this match next season at this delightful ground.

David Sidgreaves & Steve Thompson
10th Wicket parnershiip of 120

Canberra Grammar Ground
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Michael O’Reilly & David Sidgreaves
with the Shield

PHARMACY DEFEATS INDUSTRY
Northbridge
February 2012

Shore Ground Northbridge

Having lost to Industry in the past two seasons, the pharmacy team with Steve Thompson as captain, won in a decisive
manner at the Shore school grounds at Northbridge on Sunday 19th February.
On a bright sunny day pharmacy batting first, started in a disaster manner with two ducks, were 2 for 2. Opener Peter
Mikhail 22 with Danny Huynh 38 steadied the ship. Steve Thompson with 64 aided by Chris Georges 35 took the score to
150. David Huang 16 with Thompson able to return, after retiring on the obligation 50, helped pharmacy to finish their 50
overs with a good score of 220.
Rhett Tregunna bowling for Industry took 4 for 23 off his 10 overs supported by Paul Schadel and Scott Woods each with 2 wickets.
Industry lost their first 3 wickets for 27 with good bowling by Graeme Cameron and Chris Georges. Shannon Nowlan 17
with Adrian McCaffrey who finished not out 74 moved the score along. Paul Baker 13 and fellow legal eagle Peter Frazer
did their best to stem the tide but without avail. Industry all out for 151 after 40 overs.
Bowling for Pharmacy Chris Georges 3 for 18, Danny Huynh 3 for 22 and Sylvester Sein, after an opening over best
forgotten, ended with 2 for 31 were the best of the bowlers.
Man of the Match was Adrian McCaffrey from industry.
Lunch was an excellent BBQ under the trees cooked by nonplaying pharmacist David Sidgreaves and Louise Thompson.
Steve’s wife, acted as stand in scorer.
Family members with their little ones, enjoyed the day in the sun and the delightful grounds.
The next match is Sydney v Newcastle at Shore school at Northbridge on Sunday 18th March.

Peter Mikhail, a full blooded drive

Pharmacy Captain Steve Thompson receives the
match trophy from Industry captain Mark Thulborne
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Man of the Match Adrian McCaffrey

BLUES vs GOLDS
Shore School Grounds Northbridge

The Golds & Blues Teams

The annual match The Blues v The Golds was played at the excellent A ground of Shore school at Northbridge on
Sunday 9th October.
Starting an hour late, due to a slightly damp pitch, the Blues on winning the toss decided to let the Golds have the
first use of the wicket.
The Golds started in a disastrous manner losing their first wicket in the third over at 1 for 2, then 2 for 2 and 3 for
30, 4 for 32 and 5 for 32, Chris Hernandez with 18 helped to stem the tide supported by Sylvester Sein 15. Ravi
Alluri batting aggressively scored 21. Finally Jason Luu top scored with 24 (four 4’s) The Golds all out for 125. The
bowling honours went to Matt Frith 5 overs 4 maidens 2 for 1. Danny Huynh 3 for 6 off 4 overs (two maidens), Chris
Georges 2 for 12 off 6 overs and Tony Herro 2 for 23.
The Blues lost their first wicket in the sixth over at 1 for 10, then 2 for 13. Enter Matt Frith playing some delightful
strokes, as a first grade player should, retired at the obligatory 40 and supported by opener Mike Storey with 14, gave
the Blues a great chance to win. This was left to Captain Anthony BouAntoun who remained 9 not out and Chris
Georges in his true form with five 4’s and one six took his score to 39 not out and the Blues to victory at 6 for 128.The
match was highlighted with some excellent catches. Bowling for the Golds. Steve Thompson 1 for 9, Sylvester Sein 1
for 10, student Ben Beazley 2 for 35 and fellow student Sujan Sathiaseelan taking 1 for 14 off 5 overs.
Matt Frith with 40 retired and 2 for 1 was named and presented with the ‘Man of the Match’ Award.
Team and Pharmacy Cricket committee member Binh Luu provided a first class BBQ lunch and the match marked
the introduction of four pharmacy students playing with Pharmacy Cricket for the first time.
Despite the uncertain start to the day, the match was a wonderful way to commence the Pharmacy Cricket season
with the next match City v Country to be played at the grounds of Canberra Grammar School on Sunday 30th October.

David Sidgreaves Golds captain presenting a Golds
cap to SUPA President Akshay Sidana

The Toss - David Sidgreaves & Anthony BouAntoun.
Umpires - Malcolm Campbell & John Williams
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David Sigreaves presents the Match Trophy, The
Wilkinson Cup, to Anthony BouAntoun

PRESIDENT’S XI vs INVITATION XI
Bradman Oval Bowral – Sunday 29th April 2012
End of season match at Bradman Oval a family affair
Not only did Peter Mikhail pharmacist from
Elanora Heights captain his team the Invitation XI
and win the match v The President’s team he was
awarded the ‘Player of the Season’ medal. Peter
was joined by his wife Julie and their two sons
Thomas and Daniel when receiving this award.
Sydney pharmacist and cricketer Andy Dent very
recently celebrated the birth of his son Joshua. Andy
and his wife Pam and her parents, visiting from England,
joined all the players to welcome Joshua to Pharmacy
Cricket. Greg Hodgson presented Andy and Pam a gift
for Joshua of a mini cricket bat, ball and a Bradman Bear
hoping that Joshua might be inspired to play cricket.

Peter, Julie, Thomas & Daniel

Peter Mikhail

The Dents - Andy, Pam & Joshua

Wagga pharmacist Justin Smith playing for the Invitation team topped scored with and retired on 40. This innings included a
six that almost demolished the scorer’s table. His last three strokes were ‘4’s. To add to his batting Justin bowled to take 3 for
5 off just two overs. He deservingly was awarded with the ‘Man of the Match’ award that was presented by two former Australia
Test Cricket captains, Ian Craig and Brian Booth. Both are Pharmacy Cricket patrons. Justin shared his award with’ Bip’Turnbull.

Justin & ‘Bip’ Turnbull

Ian Craig, Justin Smith & Brian Booth

Stephen & Lachlan Speirs

Playing with Pharmacy Cricket for the first time Victorian pharmacist Stephen Speirs and his son Lachlan were both involved in
the dismissal of the two President’s XI openers. Lachlan had the first caught off his
bowling by his Dad (Stephen) and Stephen bowled the other opener. A dynamitic duo!
Christo Gove pharmacist from Queensland also playing with Pharmacy cricket for the
first time distinguished himself by scoring a DUCK. Not knowing what other skills
Christo had, he was given a bowl. Slow left handed round the wicket. He started by
dismissing the top scorer for the President’s XI, then went on to take three more
wickets for 3 , O and 1, to finish with 4 for 20. What an introduction to Bradman Oval!

Long Live Pharmacy Cricket
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Christo has in-depth conversation with Brian Booth

PRESIDENT’S XI vs THE INVITATION XI
Bradman Oval Bowral
29th April 2012

President’s XI & Invitation XI

and 1, to finish with 4 for 20 off 6 overs. Justin Smith finished off
the remaining batsmen to take 3 for 5 off two overs and was
named ‘Man of the Match’, when his bowling was added to his 40
retired. Andy Dent not to be left out of the action took the last
wicket to take 1 for 6 off his two overs. The President’s XI
dismissed in the 30th over for a disappointing 91

With the threat of rain and an icy wind the annual match
commenced with a hope of a full day’s play. The number of
overs per innings was reduced to 40 due to a later start.
Peter Mikhail, captain of the Invitation XI, on winning the toss
decided to bat, leaving the President’s team captain David
Sidgreaves and his team to cope with the cold wind.

The match trophy was presented by Pharmacy Cricket patrons
former Australian Test Cricket captains Ian Craig (pharmacist)
and Brian Booth to the Invitation team captain Peter Mikhail.

Openers Paul Wickham (Vic) and Jason Blanchard (Priceline
& API) had an opening partnership of 36 when Wickham was
dismissed for 24. Andy Dent, who is about to return to the
UK, was dismissed for 5. Scott Woods 39 and Mark
Thulborne 13 moved the score along to 5 for 99. Enter
Wagga pharmacist Justin Smith who played some delightful
strokes including one ‘6’ that almost took out the scorer’s
table. Justin retired on the obligatory 40. Peter Mikhail with
strong hitting remained 28 not out and with Curtis Willmott
(ANZ) took the score to 8 for 196 at the end of the 40th over.

Pharmacy Cricket President Greg Hodgson presented the
‘Player of the Season’ medal saying that the award took into
consideration the playing results of the person during the
season plus his attitude to taking responsibility in assisting the
way pharmacy cricket was organised. The award was presented
to Peter Mikhail who with his wife Julie and sons Thomas and
Daniel accepted the ward in his usual modest manner.
Andy Dent, who had his very young son Joshua with him,
accepted a gift of a mini cricket bat, ball and Bradman Bear on
behalf of Joshua. On the bat there was a message that
suggested the cricket items might inspire the baby to play cricket.

For the President’s XI the bowling honours went to Tim
Sidgreaves with 3 for 21 off his eight overs. Pharmacy student
Ben Beazley took 2 for 22.
Binh Luu 15 and Quentin Crameri 14, opening for the President’s
XI, had a stand of 26 and after a slow start were separated in the
10th over by the combined efforts of Stephen Speirs (VIC) and
his son Lachlan. Tim Sidgreaves 24 and Danny Huynh 15 moved
the score along until Queensland pharmacist Christo Grove
dismissed Sidgreaves. Grove having been dismissed for a duck
in his innings had his revenge. Bowling left handed spin around
the wicket Christo dismissed the next three batsmen for 3, a duck

The Match Trophy presentation

There were several, wives, girlfriends and many others who
joined the players and umpires for a delightful lunch followed
by an equally pleasant BBQ after the match.
Despite the cold day it was a great way to finish the season at
this the resting place of Sir Donald Bradman, the home of
cricket Bradman Oval Bowral.

Man of the Match Justin Smith with Ian Craig & Brian booth
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‘Player of the Season’ Peter Mikhail

NATIONAL CARNIVAL
Canberra 23rd – 26th January 2013

Canberra Grammar Main Oval

Rydges Capital Hill

Dining Hall Canberra Grammar

Kingston Oval
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